
RETREAT DANCE PROGRAM

DAY 1 - THE 5 Ws 
• dancehall history & connection to culture
• evolution and understanding of dancehall music
• body form & basic movement 
• old school music & dance

The when, the why, the where, the who and the what of Dancehall culture! On day 1 participants 
will be taken on a theoretical, physical and musical journey to gain an all rounded understanding of 
the many elements that make up Dancehall culture. 

Participants will learn how to hold their bodies in the correct form, core movements that identify the 
Dancehall groove and flow and pioneering dances that gave birth to Dancehall dance in the 90s 
including the “Bogle” - the most popular dance of all time. 

This day will be content heavy so participants are encouraged to take notes. 

DAY 2 - PARTY DANCES 
• from 90s to present day

Elephantman, RDX and Ding Dong (to name a few) gave rise to many social/instructional/party 
dances through their music. The 2000s especially was the era known for many fun and energetic 
instructional songs and dances. There have been countless dances created (and still being 
created) for the people, no matter what age and skill level. 

Participants will get a rough idea of what a street party in Jamaica would be like while having a 
blast learning some of the most well known dances created in the 90s through to today - from 
“world dance” to “tek we yuhself” to “fling yuh shoulda” - and many more! In addition, participants 
will learn some basic patois words at the same time. 

DAY 3 - FEMALE DANCEHALL STYLE 
• female dances 
• basic dancehall queen (DHQ) tricks 

Dancehall dance can be divided into 2 main sub-styles. The first sub-style to reach far and wide 
beyond the borders of Jamaica and popularised on an international scale, was the female and 
DHQ style of Dancehall. 

Participants will be encouraged to embrace their femininity in its entirety while learning 
empowering moves that activate their female energy and sexuality. Participants will also train their 
flexibility, strength and balance through learning some impressive and popular DHQ tricks and 
stunts often performed by official queens around the world.



DAY 4 - UNISEX DANCEHALL STYLE 
• aggressive steps
• new school steps 

Steps created after 2010 fall into the new school era of Dancehall. “Badman style”/“gun 
steps”/“male style”/“battle steps” are all terms used to refer to the second Dancehall sub-style that 
has gained mass popularity world wide mainly over the last 7 years.

Participants will learn a variety of unisex and badman steps created by some of the most well 
known crews of today.

DAY 5 - FIND YOUR FLOW  
• freestyle & improvisation 

The most challenging and confronting yet the most rewarding workshop of the week! By day 6, 
participants will have learnt a wide variety of Dancehall movement. Therefore, through a series of 
exercises and concepts, participants will be given the opportunity to explore and experiment with 
their newly acquired vocabulary within their bodies on a more personal level. 

The ultimate goal is for participants to find their personality within the vocabulary and build 
confidence in freestyle which can be useful at parties, clubs, competitions and battles.

DAY 6 - FROM PASSION TO PROFESSION 
• the sum of all content from previous workshops condensed into a choreography
• Q&A

Boom Kak Boom Tick Tick SHHHHH…these are some of the amusing sound effects 
choreographers use when teaching a routine to help dancers better understand the energy behind 
the movement and learn with the musicality of the song. 

Participants will learn a choreography that will require and challenge all the skills acquired over the 
previous 5 days i.e. vocabulary, personality, technique, memory, musicality and control. 

The final part of the workshop will invite participants to a Q&A with a focus on discussing how to 
transition from passion to profession, the importance and power of events and networking for 
freelancers, what goes on behind the dream and more!


